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Errollyn Wallen

Matthew Sharp cello • Orchestra X • Nicholas Kok conductor
The Continuum Ensemble • Ensemble X • Philip Headlam conductor

Tim Harries bass guitar • Quartet X • Errollyn Wallen voice

PHOTOGRAPHY
Orchestral Works

Christopher Allan and Errollyn Wallen in discussion. Henry Wood Hall, London
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Cello Concerto 22’23
Matthew Sharp cello
Orchestra X 
Nicholas Kok conductor

Hunger  23’59
The Continuum Ensemble
Ensemble X
Philip Headlam conductor

Photography
I Vivace 4’26

II Quite slow 3’02

III Slow, trance-like 2’09

IV Moderato, keep very rhythmic 3’11

Orchestra X
Nicholas Kok conductor

In Earth 8’02
Tim Harries bass guitar 
Quartet X
Errollyn Wallen voice

Total timing 67’17

Orchestra X
David Le Page (leader) 
Amelia Jones • Martin Gwilym-Jones 
Pauline Lowbury • Fiona McCapra 
Ruth Funnell violin I

Matthew Ward • Jamie Campbell
Ian Belton • Rebekah Allan • Philippa Mo
Catherine Leech violin II

Oliver Wilson • Paul Cassidy 
Ian Rathbone • Rose Redgrave viola

Sarah Suckling (Photography) Christopher 
Allan • Jacqueline Thomas (Cello Concerto)
Joseph Spooner • Tim Lowe cello 

Elena Hull • Jub Davis double bass 

The Continuum Ensemble and 
Ensemble X
Lisa Nelsen fl ute/piccolo • Julian West oboe
Neyire Ashworth clarinet
Damian Brasington bassoon
Jo Greenberg • Kate Goldsmith horn
Julian Poore trumpet • Danny Scott trombone
Joanne May percussion
David Le Page • Kirsty Staines
Helena Wood violin
David Aspin • Oliver Wilson
Reiad Chibah viola
Zoe Martlew • Joseph Spooner cello
Lucy Shaw • Antonia Bakewell double bass

Quartet X
Tom Pigott-Smith violin
Martin Gwilym-Jones violin
Sara Roberts viola • Sophie Harris cello
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I am looking for something. Like 
a private detective or an unwisely 
curious explorer, I have the faintest 
scent, a curling wisp on the air, a 
trill caught in the breeze as I bend 
to tie up a shoe-lace. I am looking 
for something I have neither seen 
nor smelled before. But how, in the 
myriad of possibilities of sound and 
combinations of sound, will I know 
when I have found it? And why am I 
looking for it in the fi rst place? Who 
cares? In these early stages of a work, 
when all I know is the time-scale 
and date of the fi rst performance, it 
is as if I am inching my way along 
a long, misty road. Trees hang their 
frowsy heads in the wind, reaching out 
rheumy, breaking fi ngers to each other 
in order to keep safe. Tired and alone I 
am caught up in the limits of my body. 
Half-blind I navigate the unknown. 
Eventually, after I have become 
accustomed to the overwhelming 
solitude and have surrendered hope 

of fi nding anything at all, I begin to 
see patterns dancing in sparkles right 
ahead of me on the path. My heart 
leaps. I squint and they are gone. I rub 
my eyes. What can I do to bring them 
back? Did they go away or is it just 
that I can’t see them anymore? Maybe 
I never saw them in the fi rst place.

Intuition is defi ned in the Chambers 
Dictionary as ‘the power of the mind 
by which it immediately perceives 
the truth of things without reasoning 
or analysis: a truth so perceived, 
immediate knowledge in contrast with 
mediate’. Intuition is a ‘knowingness’. 
Knowing when something is right 
or wrong, knowing when a piece of 
work is fi nished or needs revising. 
Knowing when the joins don’t join. 
Intuition is an awareness of patterns, 
above and below the surface, seen 
and unseen, heard and unheard. For 
me, the act of intuiting can involve 
doing nothing — listening, waiting 

(like Lara and her alethiometer in 
Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials 
trilogy) and just being alive to the 
moment.  I think of intuition as a 
guiding light. It is the mental leap that 
takes us out of ourselves, allowing us 
to connect to atavistic principles and 
to a collective unconscious.  When a 
work is completed, however, amnesia 
sets in and I forget the details of the 
intuitive process, so I thought it might 
be interesting to record my intuitive 
thoughts and questionings as they 
occurred whilst actually composing. 
I was at the very beginning stages 
of Photography, my work for string 
orchestra, when I wrote:

What is “stringiness”?

Beginning to see patterns.

What is this piece about?

I know this is a gift for my friends 
Sarah and Oliver. How do I express 
that secretly?

I know David Le Page will be playing. 
I will try to keep hold in my mind all his 
performance characteristics.

This feels good. Don’t know why it’s 
there, but feels good. My heart is 
beating faster. That’s how I know.

Am trusting that the fragments I write 
(often based on quite banal material) 
will knot together in seemingly 
effortless counterpoint of patterns and 
motifs bounding through space. I have 
to make it seem effortless.

I often dive into composing a piece 
of music without knowing where I am 
going structurally. I believe and trust 
in my intuition and the fact that I do 
know at a deep and non-linguistic level 
exactly what it is that I want to achieve. 
I have learned that starting is what 
is important and that it is how one 
manipulates the material that defi nes 
the process. It doesn’t lessen the fear 
that is concomitant with voyaging out 
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into new terrain but the knowledge 
that intuition will be my compass 
and companion in the wild maze of 
creation is a source of reassurance.

Intuition, perception and craft 
are the essential ingredients for 
inspiration and spontaneity. Intuition 
is about seeing patterns that are 
already there and about creating 
new ones, perception is about 
understanding how to apply them 
and craft is the development of 
technique in order to communicate. 

I feel things before I understand 
them. I walk towards a sound before 
I can hear it. I can know what a work 
is before I fi nd the notes. 

© Errollyn Wallen 2016

This introduction includes extracts from the chapter 
‘Nelson’s Victory’ from Navigating the Unknown: the 
creative process in contemporary performing arts. 

Edited by Bannerman, Christopher and Sofaer, 
Joshua and Watt, Jane (2006) Middlesex University 
Press / ResCen Publications, Hendon, London

How can I possibly describe the music 
of Errollyn Wallen? It’s diffi cult to think 
of a more prolifi c living composer who 
maintains such a consistent level of 
musical interest in every single piece 
she writes, who is able to write for an 
extraordinary range of occasions and 
purposes – from public festivals to TV, 
for concert hall, opera house and club – 
and to say something new every time. 
To describe her as ‘eclectic’ is surely 
a disservice, since there is always a 
thread linking various musical styles in 
each piece, an ability to hear the world 
of music – with its multifarious tongues – 
in ways that are both immediately 
familiar and entirely original. To describe 
her as a ‘cross-over’ composer is 
even worse: yes, she has a wonderful 
grounding in various popular styles, 
aspects of minimalism, baroque 
counterpoint, modernist rhythms and 
lush romantic textures, but these are 
all heard and re-sounded together by 

a single mind that is both outside the 
sources and also at their very centre.

Perhaps it is not an exaggeration to say 
that Errollyn’s music is hugely relevant 
to our contemporary condition. We live 
in an age of enormous pluralism, when 
different cultures and beliefs live side-
by-side and when we have a welter 
of resources available at the touch 
of a button, far beyond anything ever 
previously afforded in human history. 
Yet, it is a mistake to think that this 
merely leads us to a happy-go-lucky 
blandness where everything is levelled 
down to a common machine code. We 
live at a time of the greatest confl ict and 
danger, precisely because of the ease 
of seemingly infi nite communication 
and global travel. Errollyn’s music 
shares a particular aspect of the 
western classical tradition at its very 
best: the ability to digest confl icting 
styles and ideas, close and distant, 
and embodying for us something of the 
complexity of our world. This is music 
that is ‘processed’ and ‘raw’ at the 
same time, as immediate as any dance 

or improvised song, yet discursive, 
critical and contemplative.

All these qualities are immediately 
evident in the Cello Concerto, where 
the unaccompanied gestures from 
the cello tradition of Bach to Britten 
are sequenced with bluesy ostinatos, 
angular modernist jolts and a lush string 
texture that might recall something of 
the bucolic world of English music a 
century ago. The symmetrical shape of 
the piece renders it a world apart from 
all these elements, though, giving it a 
lapidary quality that gives the piece its 
own light and shade. A darker range of 
colours emerges with Hunger, which 
builds on the sense of alienation that 
is so central to musical modernism, a 
music of angular edges and rhythms that 
is strangely beautiful at the same time. 
Much of the fl ow of the piece comes 
from the sequence of its changing 
shades and colours, achieved with a 
deft instrumentation that is absolutely 
key to the composition. Nevertheless, as 
with so much of Errollyn’s music, song 
is not far away, emerging in the central 
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section like a healthy plant in a desolate 
landscape. Other forms of life seem 
to emerge later in the piece, alien and 
reassuring at the same time.

Hunger therefore introduces a sense 
of moving stasis, the matching sections 
acting like frames for a photograph or 
telescope, ones that reveal the inner 
landscape. The end reminds us of how 

we entered this picture: now all is as 
it was, yet everything seems to have 
changed. It is this quality that becomes 
so essential to the later collection, 
Photography. Here we hear various 
musical idioms (or even specifi c pieces) 
distorted and refocused into a new 
musical experience, as if some sort 
of refracting lens were applied. The 
quotation from Bach is obviously clear 
but one might hear other pieces, even if 
they were not necessarily intended (do I 
hear Elgar’s Introduction and Allegro in 
the fi rst piece, for instance?). 

If Bach provides one of the mainstays 
of Errollyn’s kaleidoscopic idiom, the 
other most obvious one is Purcell, who 
makes an eerie appearance in the fi nal 
track. Here, aspects of popular musical 
performance and modern technology 
are themselves refracted through the 
counterpoint with Dido, the famous 
lament giving us a curious sense of 
the past up close and therefore the 
remoteness of our own present.

© John Butt 2016

CELLO CONCERTO (2007)

My Cello Concerto, commissioned by 
Orchestra of the Swan, is inspired by 
the unique performance characteristics 
of Matthew Sharp for whom I have 
enjoyed composing many times 
before. These opportunities include his 
performances in several shows with the 
music theatre group the gogmagogs 
and when Matthew commissioned and 
premiered Dervish for cello and piano. 
He and Dominic Harlan went on to 
record Dervish on my album The Girl in 
My Alphabet in a memorable late night 
session. Matt also performed on my 
fi rst album of songs, Meet Me at Harold 
Moores. It was with these experiences 
in mind that I began the Cello Concerto. 
One of the joys of being a composer 
is that each work is an adventure and 
can be a surprising journey to a new 
place. The Cello Concerto is a much 
more abstract work than Dervish, and 

is wholly about the notes themselves, 
rather than being consciously infl uenced 
by anything extra-musical. I started from 
the point of view of the properties of the 
cello, relishing its solo sonorities and the 
textures created when it is placed within 
a larger group of strings. This new work 
draws on the virtuosic, rhythmic and 
lyrical possibilities of the cello in equal 
measure. 

The Cello Concerto is in a single 
movement and is dedicated to 
Matthew Sharp and Fiona O’Mahony in 
celebration of their engagement.

HUNGER (1996)

Hunger was written in memory of my 
treasured friend and muse, Rory Allam 
and is dedicated to Philip Headlam 
and The Continuum Ensemble, who 
commissioned and gave the fi rst 
performance of the work in London in 
1996.

Hunger is a still but ravaged landscape. 
This work is the fi rst in a series of 
single-movement works written between 

PHOTOGRAPHY
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Errollyn Wallen and Nicholas Kok at Henry Wood Hall



1996 and 2000 which 
contemplate metaphysical 
terrain. This is not to say 
that any of the pieces 
are programmatic but 
that before commencing 
each of them I had a vivid 
‘snapshot’ of their musical 
substance accompanied 
by an imaginary landscape 
and its atmosphere.

PHOTOGRAPHY (2006)

Composing is an abstract 
activity; yet all life goes into 
a piece of music. 

I have written a work in four 
movements not directly 
inspired by a particular 
visual image but rather as 
when we view a collection 
of photographs, ideas have 
come from an assembly of 
situations — in this case, 
musical situations. The 
fi rst movement is dance-

like and is based on a simple motif, the 
second movement pays homage to my 
hero, J.S.Bach, the opening quoting from 
his Sinfonia No.14 (BWV 800). In the 
third movement I explore a very different 
sort of motion than in the fi rst movement 
and a completely different harmonic 
language and string texture. The last 
movement returns to the roots of dance 
inherent in the fi rst. As for Bach, the 
notes themselves are always my constant 
inspiration and in Photography I have 
sought to achieve the potential of the 
patterns I have created.

Photography was commissioned by 
Orchestra of the Swan and is dedicated 
to Sarah Suckling (cello) and Oliver 
Wilson (viola) on the occasion of their 
marriage in December 2005. The work 
was composed whilst in Florida, New 
York and London.

IN EARTH (2015)

Ever since reading Virgil’s Aeneid at 
school I have been obsessed by the story 
of Dido, Queen of Carthage. My poem 
Of Crumpling Rocks is a meditation on 
Dido’s last hours. I set this poem to music 
in a song of the same name and alluded, 
in a variety of ways,  to one of the world’s 
most affecting arias — When I am laid in 
earth from the opera Dido and Aeneas 
by Henry Purcell (libretto by Nahum Tate). 
Inspired by the extraordinary playing of 
Tim Harries on electric bass guitar In 
Earth aims to further explore both Dido’s 
psychological state and to capture 
through sound a sense of the physical 
terrain of the ground on which she stood. 

© Errollyn Wallen 2016

WHEN I AM LAID IN EARTH (DIDO’S LAMENT) WHEN I AM LAID,  AM LAID     IN EARTH,  MAY MY WRONGS CREATE  NO TROUBLE, NO TROUBLE IN THY 

BREAST;  REMEMBER ME,  REMEMBER ME,  BUT AH!  FORGET MY FATE.      REMEMBER ME,  BUT AH! FORGET MY FATE.  NAHUM TATE

Matthew Sharp

11

Errollyn Wallen at the wedding of Sarah Suckling 
and Oliver Wilson
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– ‘renaissance woman of contemporary 
British music’ (The Observer) – is lauded 
for her genuine, free-spirited approach 
to contemporary composition and wide-
ranging musicianship. Born in Belize, she 
read Music at Goldsmiths’, King’s College, 
London and King’s College, Cambridge. On 
becoming a full-time composer, she formed 
her own group Ensemble X with the motto 
“we don’t break down barriers in music … 
we don’t see any.” Errollyn’s award-winning 
music includes many works for orchestra, 
ballet, opera, theatre, chamber music 
and fi lm. Her music has been performed 
throughout the world, in outer space and 
recorded on many compilations.

Two specially commissioned works for 
the opening ceremony of the London 
2012 Paralympic Games (PRINCIPIA 
and Spirit in Motion) were broadcast to a 
billion people around the world. Previous 
albums dedicated solely to her work are 
Meet Me at Harold Moores (Wallen Music 
and Production) The Girl in My Alphabet 
(Avie label) and ERROLLYN (Avie label). 
PHOTOGRAPHY is the fi rst album 
dedicated to her orchestral works of which 
she has composed fourteen to date. 

Winner of BBC Radio 3 Listeners/British 
Composer Award and the FIPA d’Or, 
Errollyn Wallen was awarded an MBE in 
2007 for services to music in the Queen’s 
Birthday Honours list. She was the fi rst 
black woman to have her work performed 
at the BBC Proms and the fi rst woman 
recipient of the Ivor Novello Award for 
Classical Music. In 2015 she was elected 
Honorary Fellow of Mansfi eld College, 
Oxford, in recognition of her distinguished 
contribution to scholarship in the fi eld 
of British contemporary music and her 
exceptional achievements as a composer. 

www.errollynwallen.com

Also on NMC by Errollyn Wallen:

Are You Worried About the Rising Cost of 
Funerals? NMC DL201413 (New Music 
Biennial)

Tree NMC D150 (The NMC Songbook)

ERROLLYN WALLEN 

Information about the artists on this 
disc can be found on NMC’s website:
www.nmcrec.co.uk

Errollyn Wallen, Andrew Keener, Matthew Sharp and Gerry O’Riordan at Henry Wood Hall, London
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